Sharif Miah - Data Analyst
“Using Japio we can easily process data and create visualization
without hand coding.”

01
Would you recommend this iPaaS solution to somebody in your role and why will it help somebody
in your role?

It is a really good initiative to concentrate all types of applications in one platform, it helps to integrate data in
one place and helps data analysts to manage all kinds of data from different applications to make data
driven consensus business decisions. So I will recommend using Japio to my colleagues.

02
How are you currently getting your data into your visualization tool for analysis?

I usually use Power BI, tableau , matplotlib library in python panda for data visualization.

03
How much time to do you spend on data analytics projects?
It usually takes much longer to integrate data in , clean the data and process the data and need to give much
effort to write code to do all of this kind of job and finally visualize the data for reporting. Sometimes it takes
a week to 2-3 hours depending on the complexity of the job.

04
How much easier is using our iPaaS compared to hand coding?
Using Japio we can easily process data and create visualization without hand coding. So iPaas can be used
by anybody. It does not require a technical person to operate it. It helps company CEOs to easily handle.

05
How much time could Japio save you from the manual integration task?
It makes the process much easier as it fetches data from different platforms with great ease.
Usually for manual integration I have to go to different platforms individually and fetch data individually and
then upload data in different visualization tools individually which takes much time. Japio saves a lot of time
offering different platforms in one place to work.

06
How much easier is using our iPaaS compared to ETL/ESB- they tend to be very complexed and
time consuming
iPaaS really makes it easy to extract , transform and load. I think with some simple education video japio can
educate a nontechnical person to work with it.

07
Does the Json & CSV formats make it easier for you to complete analytics projects faster?
Yes. JSON and CSV are the main data format data analysts work with. It is really easy to upload JSON and
CSV data in Japio with 2 or 3 clicks.

